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Air Sampling Stations

Originally, Harris Nuclear Plant had
6 air particulate/air iodine monitoring
stations, 5 indicator stations and a
control in Pittsboro NC
May 2009 the ODCM was revised to
update the meteorology. This
update changed 2 of the 3 highest
D/Q sectors (from S, SSW, NNE to
SSW, SW, ENE)
In order to match the existing units
HNP purchased 3 new F&J
Specialty Model LV-22 series low
volume air samplers with weather
housing cabinets
July 2010, 3 new air samplers were
placed in service for continuous air
particulate/air iodine monitoring at
locations 63, 90, 91 (yellow dots)
This increased the number of APAC
from 6 to 9
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NRC Observation 2013

During the 2013 NRC RP
inspection the inspector noticed
that the new air samplers
weather housing was slightly
different design than the other
original weather houses
New samples had the exhaust fan
located directly above the sample
head,
the original locations the fan was on the
opposite gable end

The inside of the new weather house
was lined with a ½ inch blue woven
fiber mesh batting
the original did not have mesh

According to F&J Specialty
UL (Underwriters Laboratories)
required the woven mesh batting in
order to prevent water from
damaging the electrical equipment
The fan was relocated to support the
mesh installation
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Did the design changes impact sample results

Did the differences in weather house design impact the
sample results from Locations 63, 90, 91?
1. Did the woven batting act as a filter for airborne radioactive
particulates?
2. Did the exhaust fan cause external recirculation?
3. Were any samples results impacted by the difference in the
design?
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Did the woven batting act as a filter?
Since the air flows into the weather house passes
through the batting, the batting could potentially entrain
material
Batting was COVERED with dirt and dust and badly
discolored
Batting was removed from the interior of the three
sample locations were separated by location and
description and net weigh determined
Samples were analyzed for 1 hour as “non-quantifiable”
Except for natural gamma emitters, no plant related
gamma emitters
Sample ID

Collection
Date

Gamma Activity (pCi/kg)

Batting - #63 Top Vent

262802

6/25/2013

Natural Gamma Activity Detected

Batting - #63 APAC

262803

6/20/2013

Natural Gamma Activity Detected

Batting - #90 Top Vent

262804

6/25/2013

Natural Gamma Activity Detected

Batting - #90 APAC Back

262805

6/20/2013

None Detected

Batting - #90 APAC Front

262806

6/20/2013

Natural Gamma Activity Detected

Batting - #91 Top Vent

262807

6/25/2013

None Detected

Batting - #91 APAC

262808

6/20/2013

Natural Gamma Activity Detected

Description
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Did the exhaust fan cause external recirculation?
Two air sampler holders loaded with
filters
One outside of the weather house (Fan
Exhaust) connected to a gooseneck
sampler
One loaded in the sample pump inside the
weather house behind the lower louvers
(Sample)

Dye was injected into the influent of
the exhaust fan
The color of the Fan Exhaust and
Sample filters were qualitatively
compared.
The Fan Exhaust sample clearly
showed discoloration. While there
was only a faint discoloration on the
Sample filter.
This means there is a slight
recirculation effect from the exhaust
of the fan effluent
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What ambient conditions did the exhaust fan operate?
Aug 8 – 12 the temperature inside of the weather house at Location 63
was recorded every 10 minutes (96 hours, 576 samples)
Simultaneously the ambient temperature at the met tower, 10 m above
the surface was recorded
In general, the temperature inside of the weather house is about 100F
warmer than the ambient temperature

What ambient conditions did the exhaust fan operate?
According to the manufacturer, the fan is calibrated to turn on when the
temperature >1000F and secures only when the temperature drops to
<800F
The fan started around 1300 8/8 when temp >1000F, the temperature
wasn’t <800F until 1600 8/10 (50 hours later)
The fan does little to cool
the interior of the
weather house, the
temperature inside
weather house
decreases with ambient
temperature
Exhaust fan operates
when ambient
temperature >900F
The fan probably runs
most of the 2nd and 3rd
quarters (Mid April-Oct )
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Did Design Difference impact Sample Results?
Fukushima Iodine Results
From March 28, 2011 – April 11, 2011 (During the Fukushima event) iodine
was detected at all REMP air cartridge sample locations including control
location 5
The iodine concentrations at Sample Locations 63, 90, 91 (installed July 2010)
was similar to the other locations
Therefore, the difference in weather house design did not impact iodine
detection at a particular station

Note – Fukishima event
occurred during the spring
when the ambient
temperature was <900F so
the exhaust fans should
not have been operating

Did Design Difference impact Sample Results?
Gross Beta Results
The quarterly mean of the weekly gross beta air particulate results from
3rd Quarter 2010 - 4th Quarter 2012 were calculated.
New Stations (63, 90, 91) RED, Original Stations BLUE

Due to summer temperatures, the exhaust fan would have been
running during 2nd and 3rd quarters

Exhaust Fan Running

The results from the
“new” stations
(Locations 63, 90,
91 -RED) are similar
to the other stations
(BLUE). The design
differences and the
exhaust fan
recirculation did not
influence the
Particulate Gross
Beta sample results
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Did Design Difference impact Sample Results?
Be-7 Results
Be-7, naturally occurring isotope, was observed in all composite
samples, including control location
Annual mean (dots), minimum and maximum of Be-7 from quarterly
composite samples for 2010, 2011, 2012
The Be-7 annual means, maximums and minimums concentrations
for Locations 63, 90, 91 was similar to the other sampling stations
HNP Air Particulate Be-7 (pCi/m3)
pCi/m3
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Summary

HNP installed 3 new air sampler locations in 2010. The
weather house had a slightly different design
The weather houses were lined with woven batting
The exhaust fan was located adjacent to the sample head

The woven batting was gamma scanned and no plant related
material was found
The exhaust fan did cause a small recirculation effect but
only operates during the summer months.
REMP APAC data was reviewed and there was no evidence
that the difference in the weather house design influenced
the REMP sample results
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Take Away

REMP air samplers weather house designs may impact air
particulate/air iodine sample results
Weather house exhaust fan may cause external recirculation
The weather house exhaust fan only operates at high
ambient temperatures and does not provide cooling to the
interior of the weather house
Be-7, gross beta, and potentially Fukushima iodine can be
used to determine if an air sampler location results are
consistent with the other air sampling stations
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AND Finally….

Of course, this would be a moot point if the sample head was
located outside of the weather house
So in 2014, the sample locations were modified….
THEN

NOW
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